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Since the homeowners enjoyed entertaining, Nick thought
adding a bar counter would be a nice touch to the living area.
Set against the wall, the L-shaped bar counter is swathed in red
and black laminate as to keep with the main colour scheme. A
nifty overhead cabinet was affixed for easy access to beverages
and wine glasses.
Heading to the kitchen, it features the same aesthetically
pleasing colour combo of black and red which is applied on the
laminate cabintry. The main attraction of the kitchen however, is
the stain- and heat-resistant countertop made of granite.
Nick had something different in mind for the master
bedroom. To achieve the look and feel of a resort, he had the
walls painted dark bronze and employed mirrors to make the
room look bigger. The design is finished with the suspended
feature wall made of white laminate and solid plywood which
adds to the room’s clean-cut appearance.

modern flow
A sense of consistency within the
modern theme of this HDB apartment
unit has bestowed it with a better
flow of space

W

hen the homeowners of this HDB apartment
unit decided their home would befit best from
a modern contemporary style, they turned
to designer Nick Pang of Ideal Design. After
assessing the place, Nick proposed to hack
away some boundary walls to open up the space with this
3-room apartment. However, it wasn’t approved by HDB so he
worked around it by choosing a colour scheme that would bring
along a larger impression of space.
Going with red and black for the main colour scheme, he
applied the chosen hues on a stylish television console made of
laminate and mirrors. This striking colour combination attracts
the eye immediately and serves as the main focal point in the
living area. The opposite wall is then painted in dark grey. By
adding a crystal chandelier to the ceiling, the moody hue is
instantly uplifted by the gorgeous light fixture of intricate details.
It infuses the living area with a much needed dose of visual
drama.
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With its humble beginnings in 2006, Ideal Design Interior was
started by a talented team of experienced interior designers.
This boutique-sized interior design firm caters to a wide
range of clientele and specialise in mid range to high-end
residential, commercial and retail projects. Armed with a
diverse and integrated variety of services to suit different
budgets and needs, working with them will be a personable
and smooth-sailing experience. These design experts also
believe in translating creative ideas into reality and into your
everyday life through strategic planning, proficient design and
project management.
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